
 

EUROLITE Cocktail lamp Kiwi Y-shape glass
Realistic decorative lamp

Art. No.: 51115640
GTIN: 4026397310993

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397310993

Weight: 1,22 kg

Length: 0.20 m

Width: 0.20 m

Heigth: 0.28 m

Description:

Shaken or stirred?
True, it is kind of nasty, that this cocktail is note suited for drinking. After all, the fresh colors, the
absolute authentic sugar icing, the fruits and the imagination of the fresh taste of course, are
very tempting. All this ingredients appeal to our senses. But that is what it is all about. Because
this cocktail is not a drink, but a lamp. According to that, it does not have to taste, it should
attract, raise the mood and invite. When this EUROLITE lamp is placed on bar shelves or in
window shops the effect comes into play perfectly. Simply connect the plug, switch it on and the
cocktail shines in an attractive green. By the way, besides tis optic delicacy, it gives light. And
used accented, it will have the desired effect. Eurolite offers a total of nine different versions of
cocktail lamps. So enjoy your "drink".

Features:

- Available in 9 different cocktail- designs
- Absolute eyecatcher for any room or shop window
- For 230 V/max. 25 W E-14 lamp
- Ready for connection with power-cord and Euro-plug
- With On/Off-switch

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 25,00 W

Dimensions: Height: 21,5 cm

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn51115640.html


 Diameter: Ø 16 cm

Fitting lamp: 230V / max. 25W E-14

Dimensions (D x H):  160 x 215 mm

Weight: 1.3 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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